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2020 was an extraordinarily challenging year for everyone worldwide. At St. Francis, we all struggled to keep 

connected and help one another during the pandemic.  We rose to the challenge, reaching out in new ways, 

meeting new folks online, and, perhaps, gaining a heightened appreciation of the importance of in-person 

worship services and parish activities. 

 

Our gathering presence online was kicked into high gear as we found new ways to pray and be together via 

Zoom.  It was wonderful to be able to welcome those from afar into our Zoom services. It was also wonderful 

to be able to offer a few in-person outdoor services to those who wanted some semblance of physical gathering! 

All the operations staff adjusted well.  Overall, our operational processes and execution improved in many areas 

to assist in the growth of St Francis. 

 

Parish Administrator:  As the ever-present person who holds so much of our operation together, Lynn Fallon 

skillfully pivoted to embrace the new normal and continued to get everything accomplished including Sunday 

worship bulletins, Thursday eNews, Diocesan communications, and a host of other communications that keep 

our church functioning.   Her organized competence ensures that not only are scheduled actions timely 

accomplished but that the emergencies such as broken HVAC systems are quickly addressed. 

 

Communications and Technology:  To properly support our remote services and expand our online presence, 

the position of Director of Communications and Technology was created and staffed by a very competent Patrick 

Killoran.  This new staff position is focused on orchestrating Sunday Zoom services, updating and upgrading 

our servers, network, expanding our online presence (e.g., Facebook), and increasing our online outreach to 

grow our congregation and its offerings to the community.  Along with ensuring an effective presence of St. 

Francis Church in social media, Patrick has been wonderfully effective and creative in the development of new 

and fresh materials.  The creativity and success of our Sunday Zoom services is due to Patrick’s keen capability 

and dedication. 

 

Management of membership data:  We resumed the Membership Data Review Committee in August 2020, 

and met again in November to continue with on-going quarterly meetings, to review the accuracy of the 

Membership categories assigned to individuals in our Servant Keeper Database system.  Members included 

Molly Reynolds (Treasurer), Tracey Kelly (IWC), Jennifer Murphy (IWC), Wendy Pan (IWC) and Lynn Fallon 

(Data Administrator). 

 

Technology and equipment:  Our shared server and the entire church network has been upgraded to better 

serve us now and into the future including greater Wi-Fi coverage throughout our building.  We are developing 

our strategy to merge the best of in-person and virtual capabilities to bring our St Francis messages to an even 

broader audience. 

 

St Francis Creche Pre-school:  The pandemic saw our Creche pre-school cease activities in our buildings and 

switch to virtual learning in spring 2020 to the relief of many parents.  When it became apparent that we could 

not host in building educational activities in September, the teachers independently supported small pods at 

students’ homes outside the auspices of the Creche, while parents anticipated resumption of pre-school which 

we hope may happen in spring 2021.  Please see the separate Creche Ministry report and associated video.  The 

Creche pre-school is an important part of our Christian education program and reaches many young families in 

our community.   

 

Respectfully submitted by Brice Eldridge, Vestry Liaison  


